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Abstrqct
Polymø matrials and their additives are mday eaer present in
our daily wttoundings. Th¿se materiak hazse beenfound to

emit a number of different volatile organic comþounds (VOCr)
into th¿ ambient air, thus affecting thc quølity of the indoor air.

VOCs with detecnbl¿ concentrations are exchanged betuteen

the different materials and indoor air. Matrials present in tlw

$)stern act as sorbents as well as sources of emission, depending
on th¿ concentration of the VOCs in tlw air at a specific time.

ThLç work demonstrates a method of studyng thc phenomena of
absorptionlre-emission. A lrypothctiral room that resembles a

furnishcd offue \ws been studipd. A PVC Ílaoring material was
used as a primaty e¡n'issian source in a rystem where materials
such as wood, paint, clath, chipboard, anì cellulose were pres-

ent. Mass transfn in tlæ soli.d materials was assumed n be by

difftsion. The resuhs shou that th¿ m¿chanLvn of absorptionl
re-emßsian of oolatilcs møy extend thp time of resi^dence in an
indoør rystan considerabþ. A person working in thk enairon-
ffient couW risk bnger exposure to toric oolatiles than if there

wøre no absorptionlre-emis sion fficr.
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lntroduction
The "sick building syndrome" is an effect of many
synergic conditions of the indoor environment. One
of these conditions is the presence of irritants in in-
door air. These may have a number of origins, for
example fumes from traffrc, tobacco smoke, etc.

Another origin of substances that may have an ad-
verse effect on health is various organic volatile
compounds (VOCs) emitted from construction and
furnishing materials.

The concentrations of VOCs due to emission are

usually quite low. However, a number of factors sug-
gest that this would not necessarily mean that the
risk to human health is low. It is believed that the
sensory reaction of the human body to odorous sub-
stances in our surroundings in many cases is pro-
portional to the logarithm of the exposure to the
specific irritant (Berglund et al., 1985). Another fac-
tor stressing the risk of VOCs is long exposure even
at low concentrations. ïØith regard to exposure to
carcinogens, multiple exposure to lower concentra-
tions may be even more harmful than exposure to
isolated peak concentrations (Holmberg, 1977).

The construction and furnishing materials that
do not contain any VOCs will also play a role in the
"sick building" although they are not the primary
emission sources of VOCs. A material in contact
with indoor air will act as a sorbing material as long
as the concentration of the specific compound in the
air is higher than the gas phase concentration with-
in the mate¡ial. \Øhen the concentration in the air
later decreases due to ventilation, the material will
evolve to become an emitting source of the com-
pound as the difference in concentration has re-
versed. In this way a number of capacitors have been
acquired delaying the expulsion of the volatiles from
the building. Slow emission (if the volatile has been

absorbed deeply into the material) can result in the in-
door air containing VOCs for long periods of time.
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This work sets out to identiff some relevant sec-

ondary sources of emission, and to show the extent

of their effect on indoor air' This has been done by

using a computer model and applying measured

data found in literature as well as estimated values

where no data have been found.
A hypothetical room has been constructed con-

taining a number of commonly used materials in

the furniture and building-industry. To this room' a

primary emission source has been added in the form

óf r lg mm thick PVC flooring. The variables in the

system have been the materials present in the room

as well as the ventilation of the room. 2-ethylhexa-

nol was chosen as the VOC studied.

It should be noted that this is not a comprehen-

sive study of all common building materials or

VOCs. The primary aim of this work is to demon-

súate a method of studying the phenomena of ab-

sorption/re-emission of VOCs in an indoor envi¡on-

ment. This work may also indicate in which areas

further work may be needed for a better understand-

ing of the mechanisms that govern the presence of
haiardous VOCs in an indoor environment.

A Bosic Somple-Cose
This work is carried out by a basic sample-case in
which a ventilated room is constructed containing a

number of objects based on an actual office space'

The room has a PVC flooring as the only primary

emitting source of VOC. Other objects present in
the room include: walls, a ceiling, a door, tables,

bookshelves, cabinets, books, binders, frling cabi-

nets, curtains, and upholstered furniture. These ob-
jects function as both sorbing sinks and secondary

emitting sources. Only one VOC is considered in
this work.

In the beginning, the PVC flooring, the primary
emitting source, is assumed to contain 2-ethylhexa-

nol as the VOC. The other objects in the room do

not contain any VOC. The room air is also assumed

to be free of VOC.
The conditions in the room are then simulated by

a model, which yields the concentrations in various

obfects in the room as well as in the room air at dif-
ferent times.

Description of the Conceptuol Model
The dynamics of emission, sorption, and re-emis-
sion processes of the VOC in the room is complica-
ted. It depends on the initial content of the VOC,

the ventilation rate' the dimensions of each object in
the room, the physical, chemical and transport pro-

perties of each material, and the sorption equilibria'

The complexity is also due to the irregular geo-

metric structure of some objects. Some materials are

porous and some have heterogeneous properties,

which also contribute to the complexity in descrip-

tion of the conditions in the room.
To make a quick but meaningful investigadon, a

compartment model developed by Romero et al'

(t991) is applied to the basic sample-case. The com-

partment model assumes that the system to be mod-

elled is built up by a number of compartments in
contact with each other. Each obiect in the system

consists of one or more compartments. The basic

sample-case in this work is assumed to consist of 2I

compartments, as illustrated in Figure l. In the 2l-

compartment model, compartment No. 2 represents

the room air. The ceiling, the door, the wall, and the

upholstered furniture are each divided into two

compartments, because these obiects are made of
composite materials with layers of different proper-

ties.
The compartment model assumes that the con-

centration in each compartment is represented by an

average concentration. For some materials having

high concentration gradient this assumption may

inuoduce considerable error. Therefore the com-

partments for the PVC flooring and all chipboard

compartments (the ceiling, the wall, the drawers,

and the upholstered furniture) are further divided

into two compartmen$ each where the compart-
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ment closest to the room air has the thickness of V3
of the original compartment.

The VOCs can in principle be held by a material
in three different ways, in three different parts of the
material:

o in the gas in porous cavities in the material,
which may be open or closed;

o by absorption into an absorbing component with-
in the material; examples of absorbing compo-
nents may be for textiles falwax (natural fats
within the fibres, additives from processing, or
dirt), colouring, hydrophobic compounds, preser-
vatives, softeners, as well as glues;

o by adsorption onto the surfaces of an adsorbing
component in the material; adsorption may be
present both in the macroscopic and microscopic
scale.

Thus a compartment for sorbing material can be
subdivided into four parts, as shown in Figure 2.

In addition to the above assumptions, a number
of assumptions have been made to simpli$r the
problem of calculating the exchange of the VOC be-
tween the materials.

o All transport within a material is by diffusion.
o No irreversible chemical reactions occur.
o An ideal solution is assumed when the VOC is

absorbed in the absorbing componenr. The equi-
librium between the concentration of an absorbed
component and the concentration in the gas

phase is expressed by Raoult's law.

Adsorption is not included in this work, though its
role is significant in the re-emission problem. tüØe

have taken adsorption into account in another work,
where the effect of adsorption was shown (Christ-
iansson etal.,1992).

Total compartment

Fig. 2 Eoch moieriol con be divided into the four porls, obsorb-
ing componenf, odsorbing component, porous volumes, ond in-
erf component.

Definifion of the Mqthemqticql
Model
Conservqfion of Motler
For practical reasons we have chosen to formulate
the model based on the concentrations in the room
air, and the air in the pores of all materials, c¡. The
total concentration in a compartment, c';, is the pro-
duct of the concentration in the porous volume, c¡,

and an equilibrium constant, K¡, related to the con-
centration in the air (gas) in a comparrmenr. That is

c'j : Ki ci (r)

The equilibrium constant K¡ describes the equilibri-
um within each compartment, between the concen-
tration in the porous volumes of air and the total
compartment including voids, inert, and sorbing
fractions. The compartmenr model formulates the
equation for the conservation of matter in a com-
partment representing a sorbing material as follows:

r,v, #: ) k,,1.,*¡) (z)

The term on the right side of the equation accounrs
for the transport by difñrsion in and out of the com-
partment from all adjacent comparrments. The left-
hand term describes the accumulation of the volatile
organic compound within each compartment i in-
cluding sorption effects.

In the case of compartment j being the air in the
room, the effect of the ventilation is added:

r,v, #: ) kr,(.,-ci) - Qci r?l

where Q defines the volumetric ventilation rate.

Equations (2) and (3) can also be expressed as:

49:!o..
dt L¿ Þtt-t

where

k,,Þrr KiVi
'o..: 

-t t..Þll L¿ Olt

ttl

(4)

(s)

lnert

V¡n"n

Adsorbing
component

V"o"

Absorbing
component

Porous
volume

Vpo,

rtl

(6)
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for all compartments except the compartment for

the room air, and

g;¡ = -) o..
Þlt

a
KiV; U)

The Rqle Constqnt
The rate constant when diffrrsion dominates is:

(13)

where the term (A x /D)¡r accounts for the resistance

to mass transfer between the compartments j and i
depending on the rwo diffusion resistances (A x /D)
on either side ofthe interface, coupled in series.

/Ax\ /Ax\ /Ax\
\o /,, = \D/, * \o/, (14)

Esiimotion of Dotq
Diffusiviries ond lniriol Concentrqlion
Mass transfer in porous solids involves gaseous dif-
fusion, surface diffrrsion, convective flow due to dif-
fusion, and viscous flow. Both gaseous and surface

difñrsion fluxes follow Fick's first law (Yang, 1987).

For diffusion of dilute VOCs in air as in this work,
the convective flow will be negligible. The viscous

flow is usually small and will therefore be neglected.

The effective difñ:sivity for the migration of a VOC,
2-ethylhexanol, in the primary emission source, the
PVC flooring, has been collected from the experi-
mental work of Christiansson (1991). The same

source has also supplied the data on initial concen-

tration that can be expected in PVC-flooring mater-

ials. The diffusivities of the VOC in other materials

have been estimated based on data from chamber
experiments of Ulrich et.al. (1982) and Meyer (1984)'

The data used in the calculations, except the data for
the PVC flooring are based on estimates. Further
material studies are needed for more accurate assess-

ments.

Porosilies
The porosities of the wood material have been der-

ived from data on the density and molar weight of
the cellulose fibres and the porosities of other mater-

ials have been guessed. The model is very insensi-

tive to uncertainties in the porosides.

Ventilotion Flow
Ventilation has a large impact on the concentrations
of volatiles in indoor air. Swedish building stan-

dards define a ventilation flow in occupational and
public buildings to be at least 0.5 exchanges per

hour. However, the efficiencies of ventilation sys-

tems are seldom 100%. Short-circuiting of ventila-

A¡'

(Aur)

k,

I

for the compartment representing the room arr.

The Equilibrium Conslqnt
Each compartment can be looked upon as consisting
of four parts which react differently with respect to

the VOCs: a porous volume, an inert part that does

not take part in withholding the VOCs, an absorb-

ing part, and an adsorbing part. The equilibrium
constant, K¡, depends on all and is the sum of all ef-

fects. It is different for each volatile. A mass balance

over the whole compartment gives

Vlci : V"cs6, * vadscads + vporci

Vads

Y
Crd, * &rr

v
c;

The effects of adsorption have not been considered
in this work. Hence Equation (9) becomes

.,, : !,.,0. * l. : (qi -r l)., (ro)

The equilibrium relation for absorption can be de-

rived based on vapour-liquid equilibrium and by as-

suming the ideal gas law

or

ct :,Yt"o'*

(8)

(e)

o"RT
^--L^çabs - M"rpo ri

(ll)

where the absorbed mole fraction is approximated
by the number of moles of the volatile divided by
the number of moles of the absorbing component. A
combination of Equations (l), (10) and (ll) leads to

K, :þ.ltRI, *þ"' ez)-'r V M"l'Po V

At present we assume that the absorbed VOC and
the absorbing component form an ideal solution,
which leads to a unity activity coefficient.
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Toble I The comportment dimensions

Compartment Material \ùíidú Length Thickness [m]
I
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

r0
1l
t2
l3
14
r5
l6
t7
18

l9
20
2t

flooring
room alr
wall
wall
door
door
ceiling
ceiling
tables
bookshelves
drawers
books
binders
filing cabinet
curtarns
uph. furn.
uph. furn.
wall
ceiling
drawers
flooring

surface
inner layer
surface
inner layer
surface
inner layer

surface layer
upholstery
inner layer
inner layer

acrylic latexpaint
chipboard
teakwood
fìberboard
acrylic latexpaint
chipboard
oak
oak
chipboard
cellulose
plastic
varnish
cotton cellulose
cotton cellulose
poly-urethane
chipboard
chipboard
chipboard
plasticized PVC

plasdcized PVC 6.333 x l0r
2.4
0.0003
0.005
0.002
0.004
0.0003
0.005
0.02
0.02
0.005
0.10
0.002
0.0002
0.0005
0.0005
0.1
0.0r 0
0.010
0.010
I .266 x l0r

5.0
5.0

18.0
18.0

1.0

1.0
5.0
5.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
18.0
5.0
1.0
5.0

4.0
4.0
2.4
2.4
1.9
1.9
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
2.2
9.0
0.6
2.2
6.0
2.8
2.8
2.4
4.0
2.2
4.0

Toble 2 Doio used for equilibrium constoni
tion flow within a room is common as well as hin-
drance by the furniture arangement etc. It is not
uncommon that the ventilation effrciency within a

room is considerably less than 20%, resulting in an
actual ventilation of rooms or sections thereof that is
considerably lower than the 0.5 exchanges defined
by the building standards.

Three different ventilation flows have been used
in the model. The normal venrilation was defined as

0.5 exchanges per hour; this is the flow specified by
the Swedish building standards. Higher venrila-
tion can be found in old buildings with inferior
insulation. The value used for high ventilation is
5 exchanges per hour. Considering the very low
actual local ventilation, the value used for low
ventilation flow in the model is 0.05 exchanges
per hour. The ventilation in the present model
runs is continuous.

Resislqnce to Moss Tronsfer in the Lominqr
Air Loyer Adiocent lo the Solid Sur{oces
The resistance to mass transfer in the room air film
adjacent to the mate¡ials is taken inro account in the
model. For all comparrments in direct contact with
the room air this frlm thickness is fixed at 3.5 cm,
based on air velocit-v equal ro l0 cm/s and a relâtion
for the mass transfer resistance at different velocities
(Zimmerli,1982). This is a representative value 5 cm
above the floor in ventilared dwellings (Kovanen et
al., 1987).

p, M" yN¡ voo,fy'¡ Ki

(kg/m3) (e/mol)

Companm./
Absorbing
comp.

l,2L
2
3

4, l8
5

6
7

8, l9
9

l0
11,20
t2
l3
t4
l5
l6
t7

PEG
REO
ABA
ABA
PEG
REO
ABA
ABA
REO
ABA
PEG
PEG
ABA
ABA
DDB

I120
1030
r030
1030
I120
1030
r030
1030
1030
1030
l120
I120
1030
1030
900

0.006
I
0.003
0.57
0.68
0.55
0.003
0.57
0.49
0.49
0.57
0.56
0.06
0.02
0.81

0.68
0.96

DOP 980 2.6I x 105

I
I .04 x 105

6.38 x 104

1.27 xlOs
6.34 x 104

1.04 x 105

6.38 x 104

2.54x104
2.54x104
6.38 x 104

2.54x104
3.47 x104
1.39 x 104

3.80 x 103

3.80 x 103

3.80 x 104

391 0.28

-0
600 0.15
600 0.1
302 0.1
302 0.05
600 0.15
600 0.1

302 0.02
302 0.02
600 0.1
302 0.02
600 0.05
600 0.02
302 0.003
302 0.003
264 0.03

Abbreviations: ABA = abietic acid, DDB: dodecylic benzene,
DOP : di-2-erhylhexyl phthalare, pBÇ : polyethylene glycol
(M:600 g/mol), REO: resin oil (M = 600 g/mol).

Cqlculolions qnd Results
The system of Equation (4) is solved by a program
initially prepared by Romero er al. (1991). It was
used to model solute transport in a repository for
radioactive waste. This program has been modified
to suit the needs of this work. The program uses

standard numerical techniques through the Stiff sol-
ver based on Gear's method. The solver makes use

_.L.
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Toble 3 Doto used for moss tronsfer rote constonl

Compartment Di/Kj
(m'zls)

Àx
(m)

k¡,

(mr/s)

I
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

l0
l1
t2
l3
t4
l5
l6
t7
l8
t9
20
2t

1.0x10-r3
7.9 x 104
8.0 x l0-'5
8.0 x l0r2
8.0 x 10-r3

8.0 x l0r2
8.0 x l0i5
8.0 x l0-r2
8.0 x l0-r3
8.0 x l0-r3
8.0 x l0r2
3.1 x l0-r2
l.o x 10r4
6.0 x lois
2.1 x lo-e
2.1 x l0j
2.I x l0-e
8.0 x l0-r2
8.0 x l0i2
8.0 x l0-r2
1.0 x l0r3

3.17 x I0r
3.50 x tOr
1.50 x l0r
2.50 x t0r
1.00 x l0r
2.00 x l0r
1.50 x l0¡
2.50 x l0r
1.00 x l0-l
1.00 x l0-:
2.50 x l0r
5.00 x l0-l
1.00 x 10r
I .00 x l0J
2.50 x 104
2.50 x 104
5.00 x l0'
5.00 x l0r
5.00 x tOr
5.00 x l0r
6.33 x 10{

kr,z: l.2l x l0r
k¿,i : k¡,2 see other compartments
k¡,2=2.34x10r
k+.¡:2.33 x I0r
ks,z:l.33xl0a
ko,s:l.38xl0r
kz,z: 1.08 x l0{
ke,u=1.08x10+
kç,2:8.04 x l0{
kro,z=8.04x10{
krr,z=2.40x104
krz,z:1.50 x l0r
kr¡,2:2.08 x l0r
kr+,2:1.86xI0{
krs,z: 1.35 x I0r
kro,z=6.28x10r
ktz,tt=4.45xL04
krs,¡=2'94xl0r
krs,¿=l.36xl0r
kæ,rr:l.52xl0r
kzr,r=5.49x10r

kr,zr :5.49 x 104

k¡,r=2.33x104
k¿,rs:2.94 x l0r
ks,o:1.38x10+

kz,¡:1.08x10r
k¡,rs=l'36x10-3

krr,zo: I.52 x l0a

kre,rz=4.45x101

of the function SDRIV2 to solve n ordinary difter-
ential equations of the form iN(l)l¿t=F(Y(I),Ð,
given the initial conditions Y(I) = YI (Kahaner

et.al., 1988). The compartment model has been veri-

fied by Romero et at. (1992). Its accuracy has been

compared with an analytical solution and another
numerical solution to the diffirsion equation in a

simple mass transfer problem. The results obtained
using the very simple compartment model deviate

from the exact solution, especially for early times,

due to the coarse discretization of compartments.

The errors are deemed to be acceptable, considering
the uncertainties in other data used for the calcula-

PVC

Fig. 3 Results of 3-comport-
meni model. Tolol concen-
lrotion in eoch comportmenl
ol normol ventilotion flow,
0.5 exchonges/h.

tions. The accuracy of the numeric results can be

considerably increased by using finer discretizations

of the compartment, if needed.

The input provided to the model \ryas data on the

dimension of each compartment (listed in Täble 1) as

well as such properties as other physical and chemi-

cal properties of both the VOC and the compart-

ment (listed in Täbles 2 and3)'
The vapour pressure of 2-ethylhexanol is 6.7 Paat

298 K. Its initial concentration in the PVC flooring
is 0.032 kg/m'. The other compartments contain no

VOC initially.
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per hour.

Fig. 5 Results of the 2'ì-com-
portmenl model. Concen-
trotions in lhe room oir ond
the PVC flooring ore presen-
ted olong wifh the concen-
irotions in oll comportments.
0.5 exchonges per hour.
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The Reference Co lculotion
The first calculations were made with only three
compartments, two represendng the pVC flooring
and one representing the room air. The results of
these calculations are taken as reference to the influ-
ence of the other compartments in the system.

All calculations have been made using the three
different values of ventilation flow. The calculation
with normal ventilation flow renders the following
concentrations in each compartment with respect to
time (note: I year : lOa hours).

Figure 3 shows that it takes one year for any sig-
nificant changes in the concenration of the VOC in
the room air to occur. This is the result when no
other materials are present. It can also be observed
that the decrease in concentration in the pVC floor-
ing is very low for times less than a year.

In the case with higher and lower venrilarion
flow, the maximum concentration is considerably
changed, as well as the time for the VOC to be ex-
hausted from the system (Figure 4).

The Cqlculot¡on for the Bosic Somple-Cose
The 2l-compartmenr model renders a much differ-
ent result compared to the 3-compartment model.
The changes in concentration ar the end of the cycle
are slowe¡. The concentration stays high for a longer
period of time.

The concentrations in the different compartments
displayed in Figure 5 can be divided inro two
groups: the compartments that have concenrations
that generally follow the dynamics of the room air
(3, 5, 6, 7, ll, 14, 15,16,17, and 20), and those where
there is a delayed effect (4, 8,9,10, 12,I3,Ig,l9). The
latter are to a large extent responsible for the delay

100 10s 106
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Compartment:

Toble 4 The comporlmenis wilh deloyed reoclions lo lhe con-
centrolion chonges in lhe room oir

Material

Discussion
A simple compartment model has been used to
study the transport of VOCs between the room air
and the different materials in a room. The model,
although very simple in concept, is a useful tool
which can be used to study the absorption and re-

emisson of VOCs between different materials in a

room. It is very flexible and can easily be extended
to include an arbitrary number of materials. It can

be used for scoping calculations with a few compart-
ments when high accuracy computations are not
warranted because data are not accurate. \Øhile the
compartment model uses a linear-driving-force ap-

proximation instead of the real concenuation gra-

dient to calculate the diffrrsion flux, its computa-
tional accuracy can easily be improved by subdivi-
sion of compartments when material data are well
known. It can also be used to assess which materials
in a room are important and which are not import-
ant.
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ceiling
øble
bookshelves
books
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chipboard, inner compattment
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chipboard, inner compartment
solid wood
solid wood
cellulose
polystyrene

of the decrease of the concentration in the room arr.

Täble 4 summarizes the materials that have delayed

reactions.
Figure 6 showing the comparison between differ-

ent ventilation flows also shows inflexion points in the

room ai¡ concentration uansient after about 5 yean.

The total exposure to a volatile compound in the
room air can be obtained by integrating the concen-
üation/time graph, as shown in Figure 7.
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Fig. 6 Results of the 2l-compor-t-
menl model. Concenirolions in the
room oir ot differenl venlilotion
flows, 0.05, 0.5, ond 5 ex-
chonges/h.

Fig. 7 The occumuloïed exposure
io the voloiile orgonic compound.
lnTegrolion of lhe concenlrotions.
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a-re the compartments responsible for the delay of
the ventilation of the system. These are the com_
partments made of solid wood, chipboard, cellulose,
and plasric (Figure 5).

It should be emphasized rhar rhe case srudy re_
sults presented here are h5pothetical. Experimental
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Nolqtion
A¡t The area of the interface

cl

Cabs

Cads

C,i

D,
o..
Þ,r

K,

between compartments i and j m,
Concentration of the volatile
in the absorbed phase kg/m,
Concentration of the volatile
tl ú. adsorbed phase kg/m,
Concenuation of the volatile

T rh. air phase within comparrmenr i kg/m,
Total contration of the volatile

trations of the volatile in compart_
menr i and the concentrarion in the

Conclusions
The addition of sorbing materials ro a vendlared
system with VOCs will alter the dynamic behaviour
of the concentration in indoor air significantly.

The concenrarion of 2-eth¡,lhexÃol in rhe room
air is in the range of ¡rglm3. This is a substantial
concentration when it may be expected that people
will be exposed ro rhis air for a loìg p.rioa of dme.
The time undl rhe rotal amount of-th. VOC in the
system diminishes is long.

Those compartments that show a delaved reaction
to the changes in the concentration of tlhe room air

k"

M,
Po

a
R
T
t
V,
va

Vads

s
V-olume of the compartmenr i
Volume of the absorbing portion
of compartment j
Volume of the adsorbing portion
of compartment 

¡

m3

m3

m3
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vin",r Volume of the inert portion
of compartment j

vpor Volume of the porous volume
within compaftment i

Ax Diffusion length
y Activity coefficient
pa Densiry of the absorbing component

of a compartment
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